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PiQSi facilitates the manual investigation of the
quaternary structure of protein complexes in
the Protein Data Bank (PDB). Users can browse
and obtain an overview of the quaternary struc-
ture information of a given protein together
with its evolutionary relatives, which helps in
the determination of the biological quaternary
state. I have used this framework to annotate
over 10,000 structures from the PDB Biological
Unit and corrected the quaternary state of
15%of them. A benchmark shows that the an-
notations are of high quality and stresses the
need for manual curation, in particular for am-
biguous cases such as proteins in equilibrium
between two quaternary states. The 10,000
annotations already in the database can be
used to improve the accuracy of analyses on
protein structure or to benchmark methods
that predict protein quaternary structure. In ad-
dition, PiQSi incorporates a community-based
curation system, which I hope will allow us to
reach an accurate and complete description of
the biological quaternary state of proteins in
PDB. PiQSi is accessible at http://www.PiQSi.
org/.
INTRODUCTION
Several thousand crystallographic structures are solved
every year (Levitt, 2007). However, even once the struc-
ture of a protein is obtained, a difficult task sometimes still
needs to be addressed: the determination of its biologi-
cally active quaternary structure (QS) (Jones and Thorn-
ton, 1996).
Within a crystal, proteins are arranged in a regular
pattern that can be imagined as a mosaic. The repeating
unit of this mosaic is termed the asymmetric unit (ASU).
The structure that can be downloaded by default from
the Protein Data Bank (PDB) website corresponds to this
ASU (Berman et al., 2002). Importantly, the ASU does
not necessarily reflect the biological state of a protein.
For example, a monomeric protein may crystallize with
two or more copies of the polypeptide chain in the ASU,
and the opposite may also happen, where a dimeric pro-
tein crystallizes with a single chain in the ASU.1364 Structure 15, 1364–1367, November 2007 ª2007 ElsevieWhen carrying out an analysis on protein structure, it is
important to use the biological state of a protein and not
the ASU (Henrick and Thornton, 1998; Jefferson et al.,
2006). For this reason,methodswere developed to predict
the biological state of a protein from its crystallographic
structure, like the protein quaternary structure server
(PQS) (Henrick and Thornton, 1998) or the PISA method
(Krissinel and Henrick, 2005). The difficulty in those
methods is to determine which contacts in the crystal
are biological and which are artifacts. The predictive
power of criteria such as buried surface area (Henrick
and Thornton, 1998; Zhu et al., 2006) or atomic packing
(Bahadur et al., 2004) has been investigated to discrimi-
nate between biological and crystallographic contacts,
but none is perfect. As a result, a significant number of
predictions are erroneous—for example, the error rate of
PQS predictions was estimated to be about 16%
(Ponstingl et al., 2003).
Even using biochemical characterization methods such
as gel filtration, sedimentation equilibrium, or light scatter-
ing, the determination of the right QS can be difficult for
proteins with complex behavior in terms of quaternary
association. For example, there may be an equilibrium
between two states, with a transition influenced by protein
concentration, pH, a small molecule or an ion (Cabezon
et al., 2002).
Because the error rate of automatic prediction methods
is nonnegligible and because these methods do not cap-
ture information such as equilibrium between two quater-
nary states, manual curation is needed to improve the
accuracy of the data, and PiQSi is the first database that
provides this on a large scale. PiQSi makes available
over 10,000 annotations on the biological QS of proteins
of known structure, and a benchmark demonstrates the
high quality of these annotations. In addition, PiQSi pro-
vides a framework for efficient browsing of the QS infor-
mation and permits community-based curation.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Quaternary Structure Annotation Environment
The PiQSi web server allows investigation of the quaternary structure
(QS) of proteins already deposited or to search for homologs of a pro-
tein sequence. In both cases, the server displays aweb page that gives
a quick overview of the QS of all homologous proteins found in 3D
complex (Levy et al., 2006). For each homolog, the QS is shown as
a graph where each node is a subunit, and each edge is an interface
between the two subunits. The size of the interface, as the average
number of amino acids in contact between two subunits, is indicated
as a label on each edge (see Figure 1). Further information about
each protein includes the symmetry of its QS, its percentage sequencer Ltd All rights reserved
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Ways & MeansFigure 1. Illustration of the Web Page Displayed in PiQSi
A PDB identifier or a sequence is given as input, and similar structures are displayed on a web page. One structure per line is shown in the form of
a graph, together with information describing the QSs. In this particular case, no conclusive information was found in the primary reference of 1qya,
and the structure 1u0k has not been published yet. However, a manual inspection of the two divergent proteins reveals conservation in the geometry
of dimerization (i.e., the dimer is formed by the interaction of the same patch on both proteins’ surfaces). This strongly suggests that the dimer is the
biologically relevant state of these proteins rather than a crystallization artifact. Code, PDB identifier; %id, percentage sequence identity with protein
reference; Pic, picture illustrating the protein’s QS; Error?, judgment on whether the QS is correct; Sym, symmetry of the QS; Nsub, number of
polypeptide chains in the structure; SProt, link to SwissProt; Length, average length of all the polypeptide chains in the structure; Ref, link to PubMed;
H, link to homologous structures; Edit, link for editing the entry; Org, organism name; Fun, description of the protein’s function.identity with the query sequence, its function, its sequence length, and
the species it comes from. Also, to facilitate data gathering, a direct link
to the PubMed abstract of the original paper of the structure is
provided, as well as links to PDB and SwissProt (Gasteiger et al.,
2003). Finally, for each protein, there is a link to a new page where
the chosen protein becomes the reference. This information enables
the user to efficiently explore and compare the QS of evolutionary
related proteins.
Annotation Procedure
I used this environment to curate a large number of structures and pro-
ceeded by focusing on proteins pairs with a different QS but a se-
quence identity above 30%. Proteins homologous to those of the
pair were annotated as well.
Although the curation procedure is protein dependent, it can be de-
scribed as follows: (1) look for keywords in the primary reference of the
structure, the keywords are ‘‘monomer, dimer,., asymmetric unit, gel
filtration, light scattering, sedimentation, cross linking, elute’’; (2) look
at the primary reference of similar structures (above 98% sequence
identity); (3) if the protein has more than two subunits, manually check
whether the interface geometry is conserved, i.e., if homologs interact
in the same way (please refer to the next section for more details); (4)
look at the ‘‘subunit’’ annotation in SwissProt, and in EcoCyc for
E. coli proteins (Karp et al., 1996); (5) look at the PISA prediction (Kris-
sinel and Henrick, 2007). Information from items (1), (2), and (3) was
often sufficient to make a decision on whether the QS was correct or
not, but (4) and (5) were also used when no other information was
found. The annotation of a particular structure was transferred to
similar copies if they had (1) exactly the same QS as defined by the
number of subunits and symmetry and (2) a high sequence identity
(100%–95% inmost cases, and >90% in some cases, but never below
that threshold).
Over 10,000 Structures Annotated
Using the approach described above, I annotated 8,569 structures as
‘‘correct,’’ 1439 as ‘‘errors,’’ and 291 as ‘‘not defined.’’ This corre-
sponds to an estimated error rate of 14.3% in the PDB Biological
Unit; a value similar to the estimated error rate in PQS (PonstinglStructure 15, 1364–1367et al., 2003). Among the 10,306 annotations, 3,214 do not result from
a transfer as defined above. Among these, the proportion of structures
annotated as ‘‘errors’’ is 28%. However, this high rate is probably not
reflective of the entire data since I specifically targeted inconsis-
tencies, e.g., similar sequences with different QSs.
Often similar proteins from different organisms are crystallized.
When supporting information about the QS of a protein was lacking,
I used the ‘‘conservation of interface geometry’’ between homologs
to infer the biological relevance of an interface, as illustrated in Figure 1.
This principle was shown to be a powerful way to distinguish between
biological interfaces and crystal packing artifacts (Shoemaker et al.,
2006) and indeed provided evidence for the annotation of over 10%
of the 3,214 unique annotations (Table S1, see the Supplemental
Data available with this article online). For these cases, I assessed
the conservation of interface geometry by visual inspection, after
superposing a subunit of the first complex onto its sister subunit in
the other complex. The difficulty in assessing conservation of do-
main-domain interaction geometry automatically is reflected in the
large number of different approaches developed to do this (Aloy
et al., 2003; Davis and Sali, 2005; Han et al., 2006; Jefferson et al.,
2007; Shoemaker et al., 2006; Winter et al., 2006). Therefore, PiQSi
could provide an interesting training set for future improvements and
methods that incorporate this information into the determination of
the biological state of crystallized proteins (Table S1).
Benchmarking the Annotations
In order to assess the quality of PiQSi annotations, I compared them to
independent curated sets of annotations published in the past. Data
from four studies (Bahadur et al., 2003, 2004; Ponstingl et al., 2000,
2003) were combined to produce a dataset referred to as the ‘‘bench-
mark set.’’ The benchmark set consists of 85 monomers, 65 dimers,
and 37 larger homomers (187 structures in total). A comparison be-
tween PDB or PQS Biological Units and the benchmark set reveals
55 and 63 structures in disagreement, respectively (Table 1, please re-
fer to Table S2 for more details). Importantly however, nearly all PiQSi
annotations agree with the benchmark set, showing that the curation
procedure is robust., November 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 1365
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Benchmark Set No. Errors in PDB No. Errors in PQS No. Errors in PiQSi No. Not Well Defined in PiQSi
85 monomers 45 (53%) 53 (62%) 0 (0%) 8 (9%)
65 dimers 6 (9%) 6 (9%) 0 (0%) 2 (2%)
37 larger homomers 4 (11%) 4 (11%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%)
187 in total 55 (29%) 63 (34%) 0 (0%) 10 (5%)
PDB and PQS Biological Units as well as PiQSi annotations were compared to a benchmark set consisting of 187 structures
(Bahadur et al., 2003, 2004; Ponstingl et al., 2000; Ponstingl et al., 2003). The results show that PiQSi not only provides high-quality
annotations but also distinguishes between clear cases and ambiguous ones. These correspond for example to structures that
exist in a monomer-dimer equilibrium. Two such cases are illustrated in Figure 2, and details on the others are given in the Supple-
mental Data. It should be stressed that the error rates observed here cannot be extrapolated to the entire PDB or PQS sets be-
cause the benchmark dataset is enriched in ‘‘difficult cases’’ taken from (Bahadur et al., 2004), where biologicalmonomers establish
a particularly large crystal contact (>800 A˚2).Interestingly, in ten cases, there is a partial disagreement in that
PiQSi annotates the quaternary state as ‘‘not defined.’’ This is exempli-
fied by 2abx and 1kba, two homologous structures of snake toxins
annotated as dimeric and monomeric respectively in the benchmark
set. Though these annotations are correct, these structures were
annotated as ‘‘not defined’’ during the process for two reasons: (1)
2abx is assumed to be monomeric in solution, but a dimer also exists
under particular conditions (Oswald et al., 1991), and (2) the dimer
interface in the crystal is similar to that of 1kba, suggesting a possible
biological relevance (Figure 2). Other ‘‘not defined’’ cases include a di-
mer engineered to become monomeric (Borchert et al., 1995), or
chymotrypsin, which exhibits a monomer-dimer equilibrium depend-
ing on concentration or pH (Koren and Hammes, 1976). Other cases
are shown and discussed in Table S2.
This benchmark thus highlights two important features of PiQSi:
first, the high quality of its annotations, and second, it incorporates
the possibility that protein association is the result of an equilibrium
between bound and unbound states. When the equilibrium is strongly
displaced in either direction, it is reasonable to consider a single state
(bound or unbound). However, ambiguous cases exist and are anno-
tated as such in PiQSi.1366 Structure 15, 1364–1367, November 2007 ª2007 ElsevierThe Wiki Side of PiQSi
In addition to permitting browsing of QS information, PiQSi is designed
to allow community-based curation of the data. Anyone who has
registered can add or modify PiQSi content. The changes introduced
are immediately displayed on the website but must be approved by
a moderator in order to enter the publicly downloadable database.
Community based initiatives for the curation of biological data have
proved successful in the past (Osborne et al., 2007) and are now being
adopted by large consortiums (Giles, 2007). Since a single user has
curated almost a quarter of the current data, a community effort could
soon complete this initiative.
Data Availability
The complete list of annotations is available for download. For each
entry, the following information is provided: the PDB accession
code, the PubMed ID, the symmetry and number of subunits of the
original structure and of the corrected structure, the label ‘‘no,’’ ‘‘prob-
ably not,’’ ‘‘yes,’’ ‘‘probably yes,’’ ‘‘na’’ as to whether the entry is erro-
neous, and finally a sentence that contains information about the
judgment.Figure 2. Differences in Quaternary Struc-
tureAnnotation betweenPDB, PQS, PiQSi,
and the Benchmark Set
Bungarotoxins are neurotoxins from snake
venom that bind acetylcholine receptors and
provoke a persistent depolarization of themem-
brane. In the benchmark set, the alpha type
(2abx) is a monomer, while the kappa type
(1kba) is a dimer, which is consistent with the lit-
erature (Grant et al., 1997). Strikingly, however,
this alpha-bungarotoxin (2abx) forms a dimer in
the crystal lattice, which is similar to the kappa
dimer (1kba). In addition, it has been reported
that this particular alpha-bungarotoxin can exist
in a monomer-dimer equilibrium, unlike most
other alpha-bungarotoxins that are monomeric
(Oswald et al., 1991). Therefore, though 1kba
can be considered as a dimer, the 2abx quater-
nary structure is not well defined and is anno-
tated in PiQSi as such. Note that for 1kba,
PDB and PQS consider a higher-order assembly with 12 subunits (12-mer, structure not shown). PiQSi annotates 1kba as ‘‘Dimer’’ and not
‘‘12-mer,’’ because the primary reference of 1kba indicates that only a dimer is observed after sedimentation equilibrium analysis (Dewan et al.,
1994). Note however, that this ‘‘Dimer’’ annotation has been changed during the second round of curation (i.e., during the benchmark) as it used to
be ‘‘not defined.’’Ltd All rights reserved
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PiQSi can be used to investigate the QSs within a protein
family quickly and easily. This will be useful for crystallog-
raphers to compare the quaternary state of a new protein
to known homologs. In addition, the list of over 10,000
annotations constitutes a first step toward an error-free
description of structural biological units. This can readily
be used in studies on protein structure to minimize the
number of erroneous entries or as a dataset to benchmark
new methods of automatic QS prediction.
Supplemental Data
Supplemental Data include a list of protein pairs for which evolutionary
conservation of interface geometry was used to infer its biological
relevance, as well as the list of proteins used for the benchmark and
are available online at http://www.structure.org/cgi/content/full/15/
11/1364/DC1/. All data are also available at http://www.PiQSi.org.
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